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Large eddy simulations of two-dimensional turbulent

convection in a density-stratified fluid
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Large eddy simulations (LES) of two-dimensional turbulent convection within the anelastic
approximation are presented for Rayleigh number Ra¼ 109, Prandtl number Pr¼ 1 with
free-slip boundary conditions. Various subgrid-scale (SGS) models are investigated such as a
similarity model, a dynamic similarity model, a dynamic eddy-viscosity model, a hyperdiffusion
model and a hybrid model (dynamic similarity hyperdiffusion model). To study the effects of
density stratification on the models, we have also carried out simulations for a Boussinesq
flow. The SGS models are compared to direct numerical simulation (DNS) data on the basis
of kinetic energy and entropy variance spectra, mean entropy profiles, r.m.s. entropy profiles
and r.m.s. kinetic energy density profiles. The results show that for the Boussinesq flow, all
the SGS models agree fairly well with the high resolution DNS data. However, for the strongly
density-stratified flow, only the hyperdiffusion and the hybrid model show good performance.

Keywords: Turbulent convection; Density stratification; Anelastic approximation; Large eddy
simulation

1. Introduction

Turbulent convection takes place in the interiors and atmospheres of stars and planets
and, in many cases, spans several density scale heights (Ogura and Philips 1962, Guillot
1999). Numerical simulations show that density stratification strongly affects the spatial
structure and time dependence of thermal convection (Rogers et al. 2003, Evonuk and
Glatzmaier 2004). The anelastic equations of motion (Ogura and Charney 1962,
Gilman and Glatzmaier 1981, Glatzmaier 1984, Braginsky and Roberts 1995) are
used in these simulations instead of the traditional Boussinesq approximation, which
assumes no density stratification. The anelastic approximation is valid for subsonic
flows and small thermodynamic perturbations relative to the density-stratified mean
state. Sound waves are filtered out, so the numerical time step can be much larger
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than in a full compressible simulation. Since convection in the deep interiors of stars
and planets is typically subsonic, we are interested in turbulent thermal convection
within the anelastic approximation.

Turbulent convection in these systems spans many orders of magnitude in length and
time scales. Since the large global scales are of primary interest, the only practical way
to study these systems is by large eddy simulation (LES). To model the large scale
motions in clouds, Clark (1973) introduced a parametrization of the subgrid-scale
(SGS) turbulence via the anelastic approximation. Later, Clark and Peltier (1977)
continued to use the eddy-viscosity concept to study mountain waves. Following a
more rigorous engineering approach, Bardina et al. (1980), Germano et al. (1991)
and others have successfully applied the technique of LES to incompressible turbulent
boundary layers and channel flows. Progress has also been made for compressible flows
(e.g., Moin et al. 1991, Speziale et al. 1988, Xie and Toomre 1992). Various SGS
models have been used in thermal convection simulations frequently employing the
Boussinesq approximation instead of an anelastic one (e.g., Eidson 1958, Cabot
1992, Canuto et al. 1997, Peng and Davidson 1998, Cantin et al. 2000). Our goal is
to do a more complete study of various SGS models in a density-stratified environment
via anelastic approximation.

In this study, we simulate turbulent convection in a density-stratified two-dimensional
box. This is not a study of a star or planet, which would be three-dimensional,
but instead a preliminary study of various SGS methods applied to anelastic turbulent
convection, which is most easily afforded in two dimensions. The dimension effect on
the application of SGS methods will be further investigated in three-dimensional
numerical simulations in the future.

The structure of this article is as follows. The physical problem is introduced
in section 2. Section 3 begins with the rationale for the LES and then is followed by
several subsections devoted to detailed description of different SGS models used in
our LES. In section 4, we present the results from both DNS and LES. Some
conclusions are drawn in section 5.

2. Two-dimensional thermal convection within the anelastic approximation

In the anelastic approximation, acoustic waves are filtered out by neglecting the time
derivative term of density in the continuity equation (Braginsky and Roberts 1995).
Our two-dimensional anelastic convection model is described by the following form of
the Navier–Stokes (N–S) equations (Rogers et al. 2003, Evonuk and Glatzmaier 2004):

J � ���v ¼ 0, ð1Þ

@v

@t
þ ðv � JÞv ¼ �Jpþ

s

cp
gẑzþ ��� r2vþ 1

3JðJ � vÞ
� �

, ð2Þ

@s

@t
þ ðv � JÞs ¼

���

��� �TT
J � ð ��� �TTJsÞ, ð3Þ

where v is the velocity and s is the entropy perturbation; p is the reduced
pressure perturbation. The specific heat at constant pressure cp, the gravitational
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acceleration g, the kinematic viscosity ��� and the thermal diffusivity ��� are assumed
to be constant in this study. ��� and �TT are the background density and temperature in
an adiabatic hydrostatic state, respectively.

If we choose the depth of the convection zone L as the characteristic length scale,
L2= ��� as the time scale and the entropy drop �s in the vertical direction as the entropy
scale, the N-S equations can be nondimensionalized as

J � ð ���VÞ ¼ 0, ð4Þ

@V

@t
þ ðV � JÞV ¼ �JPþ RaPrSẑzþ Prðr2Vþ 1

3JðJ � VÞÞ, ð5Þ

@S

@t
þ ðV � JÞS ¼ r2Sþ ðJ ���= ���þ J �TT= �TTÞ � JS: ð6Þ

Here, the dimensionless velocity and entropy are

V ¼
vL

���
, S ¼

s

�s
, ð7Þ

respectively. The Rayleigh number, the Prandtl number and the Reynolds number are

Ra ¼
g�sL3

cp ��� ���
, Pr ¼

���

���
, Re ¼

vcL

���
¼

Vc ���

���
: ð8Þ

Here, vc is the typical dimensional velocity scale in the well-developed flow and Vc is
the corresponding dimensionless one.

In two dimensions, it is very convenient to use vorticity !ẑz ¼ JTV and stream
function w ¼  ŷy with ���V ¼ JTw. Let the horizontal axis (x) be the streamwise
direction and the vertical axis (z) opposite to the gravitation, then the momentum
equation can be recast in terms of vorticity amplitude as

@!

@t
¼ �J � ðV!Þ � RaPr

@S

@x
þ Prr2!, ð9Þ

and the heat equation is

@S

@t
¼ �J � ðVSÞ � h�VzSþ r

2Sþ ðh� þ hTÞ
@S

@z
: ð10Þ

Here, Vz is the vertical component of velocity V; and

h� ¼
1

���

@ ���

@z
, hT ¼

1

�TT

@ �TT

@z
: ð11Þ

(4) becomes J � V ¼ �h�Vz and the vorticity is related to the stream function
by ���! ¼ �r2 þ h�@ =@z. ���, �TT and �pp can be described by the polytropic law
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(Rogers et al. 2003):

���ðzÞ ¼ �0 1�
z

z0

� �n

, �TTðzÞ ¼ T0 1�
z

z0

� �
, �ppðzÞ ¼ p0 1�

z

z0

� �nþ1

: ð12Þ

Where, n is the polytropic index; �0, T0 and p0 are the reference density, temperature
and pressure at the bottom boundary respectively. Constant z0 is defined as
z0 ¼ L=ð1� expð�N�=nÞÞ: Therefore, the ratio of the bottom density and the top
density is expðN�Þ where N� is the number of density scale heights across the depth
of the convection zone.

3. Subgrid-scale (SGS) modelling

In LES, large scales are obtained by damping the smallest scales through a spatial filter
function G�ðr, xÞ (Leonard 1974):

�uuðx, tÞ ¼

Z
G�ðr, xÞuðx� r, tÞdr: ð13Þ

The whole flow field u(x, t), therefore, is decomposed into large-scale (filtered) parts �uu
and subgrid (fluctuating) parts u0: uðx, tÞ ¼ �uuþ u0: Here, � is the filter width of the filter
function. The idea of LES is to explicitly solve the large-scale motions while the effect
of the small scales are modelled. Applying the filtering operator to (9) and (10), we
can obtain the LES equations as

@ �!!

@t
¼ �J � ð �VV �!!Þ � J � r� RaPr

@ �SS

@x
þ Prr2 �!!, ð14Þ

@ �SS

@t
¼ �J � ð �VV �SSÞ � J � q� h� �VVz

�SS� h�qz þ r
2 �SSþ ðh� þ hTÞ

@ �SS

@z
: ð15Þ

Note that there are two extra terms appearing in the LES equations compared with
the original N-S equations. One is the SGS vorticity flux

� ¼ V!� �VV �!! ð16Þ

and the other is the SGS entropy flux

q ¼ VS� �VV �SS: ð17Þ

The vertical component of the entropy flux is qz ¼ VzS� �VVz
�SS. It is through

these SGS fluxes that the effects of the small scales on the large scales are
represented. In the following sections, we explore different methods to model them
in terms of the large resolved quantities.
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3.1. Dynamic similarity model

In a scale-similarity model, first proposed by Bardina et al. (1980) for three-dimensional
turbulence, it is assumed that flow structure is similar between the scales below � and
the scales above �. Therefore, the SGS stresses are similar to those inferred from the

resolved scales. For heat fluxes, Germano (1986) introduced a similarity model as

qsim ¼ Csimð
f�VV �TT�VV �TT� ~�VV�VV ~�TT�TTÞ. In the context of our two-dimensional turbulence, the SGS

fluxes can be modelled:

rsim ¼ Cm
simð

f�VV �!!�VV �!!� ~�VV�VV ~�!!�!!Þ, ð18Þ

qsim ¼ Ce
simð

f�VV �SS�VV �SS� ~�VV�VV ~�SS�SSÞ: ð19Þ

Here, � represents a second filtering operation at a scale � with �=� � 1. Quite often,
the coefficients Cm

sim and Ce
sim are set to be 1 for isotropic homogeneous turbulence.

Recently dynamic SGS models have been used in wall-bounded flows and shear
flows. In such models, the model coefficients are not constant, varying according to
the flow conditions and the boundary conditions (e.g., Germano et al. 1991, Sullivan
and Meong 1992, Wong and Lilly 1994, Jeanmart and Winckelmans 2002). Here
we propose a dynamic similarity model where the coefficients Ce

sim and Cm
sim vary in

space and time according to the resolved flow.
Applying the second filtering operator to the LES equations (14) and (15), we have

@ ~�!!�!!

@t
¼ �J � ð

~�VV�VV ~�!!�!!Þ � J �V� RaPr
@ ~�SS�SS

@x
þ Prr2 ~�!!�!!, ð20Þ

@ ~�SS�SS

@t
¼ �J �

~�VV�VV ~�SS�SS� J �Q� h�
~�VVz
�VVz

~�SS�SS� h�Qz þ r
2 ~�SS�SSþ ðh� þ hTÞ

@ ~�SS�SS

@z
, ð21Þ

where the SGS fluxes are

V ¼ fV!V!� ~�VV�VV ~�!!�!!, Q ¼ fVSVS� ~�VV�VV ~�SS�SS: ð22Þ

Fluxes at two different scales � and � are related by

V� ~rr ¼ f�VV �!!�VV �!!� ~�VV�VV ~�!!�!!, Q� ~qq ¼ f�VV �SS�VV �SS� ~�VV�VV ~�SS�SS: ð23Þ

Using the same parametrization on both V and Q as on r and q, we have

Vsim
¼ Cm

simð
c~�VV�VV ~�!!�!!~�VV�VV ~�!!�!!� ~̂�VV�VV~�VV�VV ~̂�!!�!!~�!!�!!Þ, Qsim ¼ Ce

simð
c~�VV�VV ~�SS�SS~�VV�VV ~�SS�SS� ~̂�VV�VV~�VV�VV ~̂�SS�SS~�SS�SSÞ: ð24Þ

Here, ^ denotes a third filtering operation at a scale �̂� with �̂�=� � 1. By virtue of (23)
and assuming the coefficient is independent of the filter, we can have

Cm
sim

c~�VV�VV ~�!!�!!~�VV�VV ~�!!�!!� ~̂�VV�VV~�VV�VV ~̂�!!�!!~�!!�!!�
ff�VV �!!�VV �!!f�VV �!!�VV �!!þ

f~�VV�VV ~�!!�!!~�VV�VV ~�!!�!!

� �
¼
f�VV �!!�VV �!!� ~�VV�VV ~�!!�!!: ð25Þ
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In general, the coefficient Cm
sim can be calculated from the above equation. Or, we can

also take the dot product of each side with J �!!. Then the coefficient is

Cm
sim ¼

f�vvi �!!�vvi �!!� ~�vvi�vvi ~�!!�!!
� �

@i �!!

c~�vvi�vvi ~�!!�!!~�vvi�vvi ~�!!�!!� ~̂�vvi�vvi~�vvi�vvi ~̂�!!�!!~�!!�!!�
ff�vvi �!!�vvi �!!f�vvi �!!�vvi �!!þ

f~�vvi�vvi ~�!!�!!~�vvi�vvi ~�!!�!!� �
@i �!!

ð26Þ

with the Einstein summation rule being invoked. However, the denominator in (26) can
be zero so that the coefficient becomes undetermined. Since the greatest thermal
gradients are in the vertical direction (z) in the boundary layers, it is reasonably
assumed that the flow is more homogeneous in the horizontal direction than that in
the vertical direction. Therefore, the coefficient could be approximated as being only
a function of z, t and obtained by taking a horizontal average of the above equation:

Cm
simðz, tÞ ¼

f�vvi �!!�vvi �!!� ~�vvi�vvi ~�!!�!!
� �

@i �!!
D E

c~�vvi�vvi ~�!!�!!~�vvi�vvi ~�!!�!!� ~̂�vvi�vvi~�vvi�vvi ~̂�!!�!!~�!!�!!�
ff�vvi �!!�vvi �!!f�vvi �!!�vvi �!!þ

f~�vvi�vvi ~�!!�!!~�vvi�vvi ~�!!�!!� �
@i �!!

� � : ð27Þ

Likewise, we can calculate the coefficient for the subgrid entropy flux:

Ce
simðz, tÞ ¼

f�vvi �SS�vvi �SS� ~�vvi�vvi
~�SS�SS

� �
@i �SS

D E
c
~�vvi�vvi

~�SS�SS~�vvi�vvi
~�SS�SS� ~̂�vvi�vvi~�vvi�vvi

~̂�SS�SS~�SS�SS�
ff�vvi �SS�vvi �SSf�vvi �SS�vvi �SSþ

f
~�vvi�vvi

~�SS�SS~�vvi�vvi
~�SS�SS

� �
@i �SS

� � : ð28Þ

3.2. Dynamic eddy viscosity model

In ordinary isotropic homogeneous two-dimensional turbulence without convection,
kinetic energy E ¼ h12 jvj

2i and enstrophy Z ¼ 1
2 h!

2i are conserved (see Kraichnan
1967, Leith 1968, Batchelor 1969) such that there exist two inertial ranges. One has a
k�5=3 energy spectrum with a constant energy cascade rate. The other has a k�3

energy spectrum with a constant enstrophy cascade rate and zero energy cascade
rate. Leith (1969) proposed a scalar eddy viscosity model for the enstrophy cascade
where enstrophy production is in equilibrium with enstrophy dissipation. If �x is
the mesh size inside the inertial range, the eddy viscosity may be written as
� ¼ �jJ!jð�xÞ3 with a constant coefficient �. This formula has been used by
Crowley (1968) in an ocean circulation model with � ¼ 3.7. Furthermore, if there is
a perfect alignment between the subgrid vorticity flux r and J �!!, then we have
an eddy viscosity model as (Chen et al. 2003):

rLeith ¼ ��ð�xÞ3jJ �!!jJ �!!: ð29Þ
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In this study, we use Leith’s model in the two-dimensional thermal convection with
density stratification. Also, we could construct a similar model for the SGS entropy
fluxes:

qLeith ¼ ��=Prtð�xÞ3jJ �!!jJ �SS ð30Þ

with a so-called subgrid turbulent Prandtl number Prt. Since so far no empirical data
can be used for Prt and � for stratified turbulent convection, we resort to a dynamic
procedure to obtained them. A dynamic eddy viscosity model, therefore, is proposed
as the following:

reddy ¼ �Cm
eddy�

3jJ �!!jJ �!!, qeddy ¼ �Ce
eddy�

3jJ �!!jJ �SS: ð31Þ

We also have

Veddy
¼ �Cm

eddy�
3jJ ~�!!�!!jJ ~�!!�!!, Qeddy ¼ �Ce

eddyjJ
~�!!�!!j�3J ~�SS�SS: ð32Þ

Here, Ce
eddy ¼ Cm

eddy=Prt. Now, the coefficients can be determined in a similar dynamic
procedure as in the previous section:

Cm
eddyðz, tÞ ¼

f�vvi �!!�vvi �!!� ~�vvi�vvi ~�!!�!!
� �

@i ~�!!�!!
D E

�3 gjJ �!!j@i �!!jJ �!!j@i �!!� �3jJ ~�!!�!!j@i ~�!!�!!
� �

@i ~�!!�!!
D E , ð33Þ

Ce
eddyðz, tÞ ¼

f�vvi �SS�vvi �SS� ~�vvi�vvi
~�SS�SS

� �
@i

~�SS�SS
D E

�3 g
jJ �!!j@i �SSjJ �!!j@i �SS� �3jJ ~�!!�!!j@i

~�SS�SS
� �

@i
~�SS�SS

D E : ð34Þ

Substituting the coefficients back to the SGS fluxes, we can have

reddy ¼ �

f�vvi �!!�vvi �!!� ~�vvi�vvi ~�!!�!!
� �

@i ~�!!�!!
D E

gjJ �!!j@i �!!jJ �!!j@i �!!� ð�=�Þ3jJ ~�!!�!!j@i �!!
� �

@i ~�!!�!!
D E jJ �!!jJ �!! ð35Þ

and

qeddy ¼ �

f�vvi �SS�vvi �SS� ~�vvi�vvi
~�SS�SS

� �
@i

~�SS�SS
D E

g
jJ �!!j@i �SSjJ �!!j@i �SS� ð�=�Þ3jJ ~�!!�!!j@i

~�SS�SS
� �

@i
~�SS�SS

D E jJ �!!jJ �SS ð36Þ

which only depend on the ratio �=�.
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3.3. Hyperdiffusion model

In a direct numerical simulation of three-dimensional turbulence, if the grid is too
coarse to resolve small scales, there will be excess energy at the small scales. One way
to remove this anomalous energy is to supply additional viscosity at small scales.
This method is called hyperviscosity model. Its underlying assumption is that the
interactions between the dissipation scales and the large energy-containing scales are
not strong. The hyperviscosity model was proposed by Lions (1959). The N-S equations
with hyperviscosity are

@tvþ v � Jv ¼ �JPþ �r2v� �hð�r
2Þ

mv, ð37Þ

where �h > 0. In Fourier space, the last two dissipation terms can be written as
�ð�k2 þ �hk

2mÞvðkÞ. When k!1, �h! 0 and thus the effect of the hyperdiffusion
on the large scales diminishes. This model is now widely used in geophysical flows
(e.g., Basdevant et al. 1981, Zhang and Jones 1997, Grote et al. 2000), two-dimensional
turbulence (Chen et al. 2003) and three-dimensional rotating incompressible flow
(Smith et al. 1996) and three-dimensional channel flow (Jeanmart and Winckelmans
2002). In this study, we adopt the formula for hyperviscosity and hyperdiffusivity
from the previous studies (Glatzmaier and Roberts 1996, Kuang and Bloxham 1997,
Buffett 2003). In (2) and (3), the viscosity and thermal diffusivity are replaced
by hyperviscosity and hyperdiffusivity as

���ðk, tÞ ¼ ��0�0ð1þ C�k
�Þ, ���ðk, tÞ ¼ ��0�0ð1þ C�k

�Þ: ð38Þ

Where ��0�0, ��0�0, C� and C� are constant and � can be any power in Fourier space.

4. Numerical experiment setup

4.1. Initial and boundary conditions

The anelastic equations ((9) and (10) for direct numerical simulations (DNS) or (14)
and (15) for LES) are solved on massively parallel computers using a spectral transform
method in the horizontal direction and a second-order finite difference method on a
Chebyshev grid in the vertical direction (Rogers et al. 2003). The calculation domain
is a two-dimensional box with an aspect ratio 2, the Rayleigh number Ra ¼ 109 and
the Prandtl number Pr¼ 1. The highest resolution of DNS is 2000� 1000 where the
horizontal direction (x) has 2000 grid points and the vertical direction (z) has 1000
grid points, denoted case A. The direct numerical simulations start with a random
initial conditions. The simulations are run for two density stratifications: N� ¼ 0
( ���bottom= ���top ¼ 1, i.e., the Boussinesq approximation), and five density scale heights
N� ¼ 5 ( ���bottom= ���top � 148). When the flow from case A is well developed, we use
that as an initial condition for all the simulations by properly interpolating the DNS
data to the desired LES grid resolution. The resolution of LES is 200� 1000,
one-tenth of the resolution of case A (DNS). To have a correct assessment of the
SGS models, we also carry out direct numerical simulation at the same resolution as
LES, but without any SGS models. We denote this low resolution DNS case B.
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The boundary conditions for the entropy equation (10) are

S ¼ 1 at z ¼ 0; S ¼ 0 at z ¼ 1: ð39Þ

The top and bottom boundary conditions are free-slip and impermeable:

@Vx

@z
¼ 0, Vz ¼ 0 at z ¼ 0 and z ¼ 1: ð40Þ

Equivalently, the boundary conditions on the stream function and vorticity are

 ¼ ! ¼ 0 at z ¼ 0 and z ¼ 1: ð41Þ

The entropy, stream function and vorticity have periodic boundary conditions in
the horizontal direction. The same boundary conditions are also applied to the LES
equations (14) and (15).

4.2. A filtering approach

Although there are no velocity shear layers at the boundaries, thermal boundary layers
do develop on the top and bottom plates. Typically, LES of turbulent channel flows, a
non-uniform grid is taken to preserve the structures in the wall-normal direction, and
the filtering is only applied in the horizontal directions (Pope 2000). In our calculations,
complex thermal structures are generated in the thermal boundary layers (as shown
in figure 1). To capture and well resolve these structures, we keep the same resolution
in the vertical direction as in DNS. We filter only in the horizontal direction,
using a homogeneous Gaussian filter defined as G�ðrÞ ¼ ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
6=�
p

=�Þ expð�6r2=�2Þ.
Three filtering scales are tested � (the grid spacing), � ¼ 2� and �̂� ¼ 2�.

4.3. Boundary conditions for the SGS models

Under the boundary conditions we impose for the entropy and vorticity fields, the
SGS vorticity flux r ¼ V!� �VV �!! vanishes on the top and bottom boundaries; the
vertical component of the SGS entropy flux qz ¼ VzS� �VzVz

�SS also vanishes on the
boundaries, but the horizontal component qx ¼ VxS� �VxVx

�SS only vanishes on the top
boundary. Therefore, the SGS models incorporated into the LES equations must
also satisfy the same constraints. For the dynamic similarity model, rsim and qsim

automatically agree with the constraints because the resolved quantities �VV, �!! and �SS
satisfy the boundary conditions ((18) and (19)). However, not every model has this
property. For example, the classic Leith’s model ((29) and (30)) does not satisfy
the boundary conditions because J �!! and J �SS do not vanish at the boundaries.
However, its dynamic version (31) is constrained properly because of the numerators
in (33) and (34).
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5. Numerical results

Direct numeral simulations clearly demonstrate that the flows are characterized by
large vortical coherent structures and plumes as shown in figure 1. The small scales are
mostly generated in the shallow thermal boundary layers and are swept away by the
large scales. In the Boussinesq fluid (figure 1a), the large scales tend to extend further
in the vertical direction than in the stratified flow (figure 1b). The expansion of rising
plumes results in larger horizontal flows near the top in the density-stratified flow. The
stratified flow field appears much hotter because the entropy gradient at the bottom
boundary is less than that at the top boundary since ��� and the average diffusive heat
flux are the same and the density is greater at the bottom (Evonuk andGlatzmaier 2004).

5.1. The Boussinesq flow

A two-dimensional LES study of turbulent convection within the Boussinesq
approximation has been studied by Cantin et al. (2000) in a box with aspect ratio 3,

Figure 1. Snapshots of the entropy field from the direct numerical simulation (case A) at 0.00153 thermal
diffusion time from the same initial condition. Lighter color is for hotter fluid and darker color for colder
fluid. Note that the large vortical structure extends higher in the Boussinesq flow than in the stratified
flow. The latter has greater entropy in the bulk flow and significant horizontal shear flow appears near
the top: (a) the Boussinesq fluid, Ra ¼ 109;Pr ¼ 1;Re ¼ 42000; (b) highly stratified fluid (N� ¼ 5),
Ra ¼ 109;Pr ¼ 1;Re ¼ 11,000.
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Ra up to 1010 and similar boundary conditions. A Smagorinsky model is used to model
the heat flux. Instead, we use a dynamic Leith model as an eddy viscosity model since
a vorticity equation is evolved. This study is a survey of several popular models such as
a similarity model including its dynamic version and some higher-order diffusion
models. We also compare the results from the SGS models with low resolution DNS.

Here, we will present the results after the flow field reaches a statistically steady state.
In figure 2 are the kinetic energy and entropy variance spectra from different SGS
models, high resolution DNS (case A) and low resolution DNS (case B). The kinetic
energy spectra and entropy variance spectra are defined as

EðkhÞ ¼
1

2Nz

X
z

X
sðkhÞ

V̂Vðk, zÞ � V̂V�ðk, zÞ, EsðkhÞ ¼
1

Nz

X
z

X
sðkhÞ

ŜSðk, zÞ � ŜS�ðk, zÞ ð42Þ

respectively. Here, ^ denotes the quantity in the Fourier space; � denotes the
complex conjugate; s(kh) is an interval k1 � kh < k2; Nz is the total grid points in the
z-direction. Vertical average

P
z is taken when the spectra are calculated. We use

the fourth-order hyperdiffusion �¼ 4 (38) for both the hyperdiffusion model and the
hybrid model with C� ¼ C� ¼ 6� 10�6. The hybrid model is a combination of
the dynamic similarity model and the hyperdiffusion model. In (14) and (15), the
subgrid fluxes are modelled using the similarity model with the time and spatially
dependent coefficients; the diffusion terms are replaced by the hyperdiffusion.
Figure 2a shows that the kinetic energy spectrum from case A scales as k�3h in the
range kh<100; the kinetic energy spectra from most of the models are quite close to
the case A data in the range kh < 50 except that the hyperdiffusion type of models
are rather dissipative. Compared with the kinetic energy, figure 2b shows that the
entropy field from the low resolution DNS (case B) has more unresolved small
scales. The spectra from the dynamic eddy viscosity model collapse with that from
case B. The study from Cantin et al. (2000) shows that the Smagorinsky model is a
little diffusive at the small scales compared with the high resolution DNS data.
Again we should bear in mind that we use a different type of eddy viscosity than
theirs. The similarity model and its dynamic one are the closest to case A data in
terms of the kinetic energy spectra, but they still have too much entropy at the small
scales. Only the hyperdiffusion model and the hybrid model agree the best with case A
in both the kinetic energy spectra and the entropy invariance spectra. Both spectra
oscillate in the wave numbers probably due to the periodic boundary conditions
and the aspect ratio. A much higher Ra would produce more turbulent and a more
monotonic spectra.

In the LES, we assume that the flow is homogeneous in the horizontal direction and
so the SGS models are only incorporated in that direction. Clearly, the above spectra
show how the horizontal scales are affected by the models. However, the spectra
have been obtained after vertically averaging the inhomogeneity in the vertical
direction, which we have seen in figure 1, is smoothed out. It is not clear as to
what extent the models affect the vertical scales. We hope to answer this question by
examining the mean and r.m.s. entropy and velocity as functions of vertical scale z.
The mean and the r.m.s. deviation from the mean of a quantity, for instance, entropy,
are defined as Smean ¼ hSi and Srms ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hðS� SmeanÞ

2
i

p
, respectively. Here, h i denotes

time and horizontal average. In order to compare the LES data correctly with the
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DNS data, the DNS data from case A is properly filtered to have the same spatial
resolution as that of the LES. In figure 3 the mean entropy profiles are plotted.
Here, the grid points nz are used instead of z for an expanded view of the
thermal boundaries. In the core, approximately 200< nz<800, the mean entropy is
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Figure 2. The statistically steady state results: kinetic energy spectra and entropy variance spectra for the
Boussinesq flow. The kinetic energy spectrum from case A scales as k�3h .
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a constant 0.5. Two thermal boundary layers are distinct, located at 0<nz<200 and
800< nz<1000. Basically all the models preserve the well-mixed turbulent convection
region in the core where the constant mean entropy is observed. They also produce very
similar boundary layers except near the transition region between the core and the
boundaries. There the hyperdiffusion model and the hybrid model smooth out the
oscillations produced by the other models. The differences among the models seem
larger in the r.m.s. entropy profiles in figure 4. The hyperdiffusion models and the
hybrid model have small entropy fluctuations in the core and the boundary layers.
Among all the models, the dynamic similarity model agrees the best in the core.

The r.m.s. kinetic energy density profiles normalized by the volume-averaged
kinetic energy EV are shown in figure 5. Two regions are also distinguished in the
profiles. In the core where the mean entropy and the entropy fluctuations are small
and uniform, the kinetic energy density fluctuates less and is almost constant. Both
the entropy fluctuation and the kinetic energy density fluctuation peak in the boundary
layers. This behavior is well captured by all the models. However, case B has much
smaller fluctuations near the boundaries and much larger fluctuations in the core.
Quite a surprise is that the entropy fluctuation and kinetic energy density fluctuation
from the dynamic eddy viscosity model are much closer to the case A data instead
of the case B data, which is not seen in the spectra.
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Figure 3. The statistically steady state results: the mean entropy profiles for the Boussinesq flow. Note that
in this figure and in figures 4, 5, 7�9, the horizontal axis is the Chebyshev level number, not the z coordinate.
This stretches out the boundary layer structure, which would otherwise not be visible. The 50th Chebyshev
level from the boundaries is less than 1% of the total depth from the boundary.
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Figure 5. The statistically steady state results: the normalized r.m.s. kinetic energy density (per mass) profiles
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Figure 4. The statistically steady state results: the r.m.s. entropy profiles for the Boussinesq flow.
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5.2. The density-stratified flow (NqV 5)

We have shown that all the SGS models work fairly well in the Boussinesq flow. As seen
in figure 1, the flow structure from the highly density-stratified flow greatly differs from
the Boussinesq flow. The question is: which of these models work well for the stratified
flow?

In figure 6 are plotted the kinetic energy per mass and entropy variance spectra for
the strongly density-stratified flow in a statistically steady state. A totally different
picture emerges compared with the Boussinesq flow. Case B and the SGS models
including the dynamic eddy-viscosity model, the similarity model and the dynamic
similarity model not only have much higher kinetic energy per mass but also fail to
predict correct entropy spectra at all scales. For simplicity, we put the dynamic
eddy-viscosity model, the similarity model and the dynamic similarity model together
as LES models (1) and the hyperdiffusion type of models as LES models (2). Clearly,
only the LES models (2) have compatible entropy in the large and small scales and
their kinetic energy spectra fit well with case A up to kh¼ 30.

In the Boussinesq flow both the velocity field and the entropy field exhibit very
symmetric distributions in the z direction. In contrast, figures 7, 8 and 9 show an
asymmetric distribution of both fields. As previously mentioned, the entropy gradient
needs to be much greater at the top boundary because the density is so much less
there in the stratified flow. Figure 7 shows that the central region for case A where
the small mean entropy gradient is subadiabatic. Both the LES models (1) and LES
models (2) fail to produce a subadiabatic region there. But the upper boundary layer
from the LES models (2) nearly matches to the DNS data. Figure 8 shows that the
LES models (1) have too large fluctuations in the upper boundary layer while the
LES models (2) have too small fluctuations; both have too small entropy fluctuations
in the subadiabatic region.

Unlike the Boussinesq flow, kinetic energy density fluctuates more in the lower
region while entropy fluctuates severely in the upper region (figure 9). Compared
with case A, both LES models (1) and LES models (2) have larger fluctuations in the
lower/upper regions and smaller fluctuations in the subadiabatic region.

Figures 7 and 8b show the great difference of the entropy field in the subadiabatic
region between case A and the hyperdiffusion model. In an attempt to improve this
situation, we conducted a calculation with a higher resolution LES (500� 1000) and
higher order diffusion (sixth-order diffusion). The results show that much more
small scales are resolved from both the kinetic energy spectra and the entropy variance
spectra. However, the spectra at the large scales are almost the same as in the low
resolution LES (figure 6) and a subadiabatic profile in the bulk of the fluid is still
not obtained.

6. Discussion

As shown in figure 2a, there exists only one possible power law k�3h in the kinetic
energy spectrum for the Boussinesq flow. However, the kinetic energy spectrum from
the stratified flow seems to suggest two scaling laws: k�5=3h at the small scales
30 � kh � 100 and k�3h at the large scales ðkh � 30Þ (figure 6a). In the similarity
model and its dynamic version, we assume there exists scale-invariance in the entire
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inertial range. The Leith’s eddy-viscosity model even has a stronger assumption that the
enstrophy production balances the enstrophy dissipation. Furthermore, we assume the
flow dynamics are similar below the filtering scale � and above the second filtering
scale � so that the dynamic procedure can be used to calculate the model coefficients
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Figure 6. The statistically steady state results: kinetic energy spectra per mass and entropy variance spectra
for the strong density-stratified flow. There are two scaling laws for the kinetic energy spectrum from case A.
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Figure 7. The statistically steady state results: the mean entropy profiles for the strong density-stratified
flow. Almost all the curves from LES models (1)/(2) collapse together. LES models (1): the dynamic eddy-
viscosity model, the similarity model and the dynamic similarity model; LES models (2): the hyperdiffusion
type of models.
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such as Cm
sim and others. In the Boussinesq flow, both the filtering scales locate in the

k�3h range. However, in the stratified flow, they belong to two different ranges: � is
in the k�5=3h range and � is in the transition range between the two scaling laws.
Obviously, this contradicts the assumptions of the dynamic procedure for the strati-
fied flow, which may explain why these models work much better for the Boussinesq
flow.

Compared with the models discussed above, the hyperdiffusion model relies on a
much weaker assumption. It requires that the small scale dynamics does not strongly
affect the large-scale dynamics. Figures 6a and 6b show that there is too much
energy in the small scales from the low resolution DNS (case B) and other models,
which eventually alters the flow structures as shown in figure 10. Figure 10a
illustrates that there are two well-defined plumes in the stratified flow from the high
resolution simulation. However, they are totally invisible with the dynamic similarity
model (figure 10b). In addition, there are many small eddies scattered along
the top thermal boundary layer, which is completely absent in the well-resolved
flow (figure 10a). Such eddies never develop in the hyperdiffusion model, which
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results in an entropy field as quiet as that in case A and a blurred shape of the plumes
seen in case A (figure 10c). However, the model also smooths out the sharp entropy
contrast inside and outside of the plumes so that a subadiabatic region is missing
(see figure 7).

Figure 10. Snapshots of the entropy field of the stratified flow from (a) the direct numerical simulation
(case A), (b) the dynamic similarity model and (c) the fourth-order similarity hyperdiffusion model at the
statistically steady state.
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7. Conclusions

In this study we have numerically investigated the performance of five subgrid-scale
models in the two-dimensional turbulent convection with both the anelastic
approximation and the Boussinesq approximation. After studying kinetic energy
spectra, entropy variance spectra, mean entropy profiles, r.m.s. entropy profiles and
r.m.s. kinetic energy density profiles among all the models, we have found that density
stratification greatly affects the performance of the models. All the models for the
Boussinesq flow perform rather well compared with the high resolution DNS data.
However, the dynamic eddy-viscosity model, the similarity model and the dynamic
similarity model perform poorly in the strong density-stratified flow. The most
robust model is the hyperdiffusion model which can capture most of the flow statistics
for turbulent convection in a density-stratified fluid.
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